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during the morning of the 28th the fascists kept very much
in the background, and it was not until early in the after-
noon, when it became known that the king had not signed
the decree enforcing martial law, that fascists and nationalists
appeared in the streets, though they contented themselves
with a demonstration in honour of the king.
In the south of Italy the fascist mobilization was slow ;
the fascist squads did not leave Naples after the Congress
until October 29, and concentrated at Foggia. There they
occupied the prefecture and a barracks. In Apulia they
seized various public buildings without meeting any
resistance.
The proclamation of martial law ought to have brought
the authorities down on the mobilized fascists who were
attacking public buildings, stations and barracks. The
fascist plan of mobilization and occupation should have
been countered by measures for the restoration of public
order. This was done nowhere save in Rome, Turin, and
partially in Milan. The military authorities sat waiting
for instructions, as if they were not automatically obliged
to take the necessary steps against rebellion.1 Nearly every-
where, on the contrary, a compromise was arranged, as a
result of which the fascists did not occupy military head-
quarters, nor, with a few exceptions, attack barracks.
Everyone waited on events in Rome, as if such inaction
made no difference. Up till noon on the 2 8th the govern-
ment in Rome could still have saved the situation, for the
army was intact and the fascists could not have stood up
against a serious attack. The rapid development of the
crisis and the king's appeal to Mussolini on the morning of
the sgth, which was practically common knowledge by the
afternoon, created an optimistic atmosphere which made any
serious clash between the army and the fascists impossible.2
1	Apparently there was only one exception.    ' In Casale/ says Chiurco,
* the fascist leaders went, on the morning of the ayth, to the colonel com-
manding the ist artillery regiment to inform him of the situation and suggest
that he should at least remain neutral in the conflict.   The colonel said nothing,
but- drew his revolver and fired at the handful of fascists, luckily without
hurting anyone.   He then hurried into the street to return to his barracks,
where he shut himself up to prepare for defence.'
2	Apart from Creraona the only serious resistance was put up by the
carabinieri in three small places, who defended their barracks against the
ascists.    Three fascists were killed in San Giovanni in Croce (Cremona),

